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Abnormalities of copper accumulation in cell lines
established from nine different alleles of mottled
are the same as those found in Menkes disease

W Masson, H Hughes, D Papworth, Y Boyd, N Horn

Abstract
Menkes disease (MD) is caused by a defect
in copper homeostasis and has a recog-
nised mouse model, mottled (Atp7aMo).
Copper uptake and retention assays per-
formed on fibroblast cultures have been
used successfully for pre- and postnatal
diagnosis of Menkes disease. We report
here the results of these assays applied to
primary fibroblast cultures established
from nine independent mottled alleles
associated with phenotypes of varying
severity maintained on identical genetic
backgrounds. No significant differences
were found between the different alleles,
or between the mottled cultures and
fibroblasts established from MD patients.
Thus, in the mouse, the data obtained for
copper retention/uptake at the cellular
level do not correlate with the severity of
the phenotype.
(JMed Genet 1997;34:729-732)
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Menkes disease (MD) is an X linked copper

homeostasis defect in which affected males
rarely survive beyond 3 years.' 2 Patients show a

lack of keratinisation and pigmentation in the
hair accompanied by connective tissue and
neurological problems.3 The defect in copper

homeostasis is caused by mutations in ATP7A,
the gene encoding a metal binding ATPase
which is thought to be responsible for the
appropriate delivery of copper to enzymes and
other proteins.6 The milder disorder, occipital
horn syndrome (OHS), in which patients suffer
primarily from connective tissue problems, has
also been shown to be caused by mutations in
ATP7A. However, while the mutations re-

ported in OHS patients are associated with
aberrant splicing and the production of some
functional mRNA,7 8 mutations reported in
classical MD patients range from large
deletions,39 single base pair changes, deletions
and duplications affecting a few nucleotides, as

well as splice site changes, and are often associ-
ated with the absence of any functional
RNA.8 10

The strong phenotypic, biochemical, and
genetic evidence that the mouse mutant
mottled (Atp7a/1) is the mouse homologue of
Menkes disease has now been supported by the
finding ofAtp7a mutations in mottled mice.' 13

Affected males are recognised by the presence

of curly whiskers, hypopigmentation, and

neurological and connective tissue disorders
and heterozygous females primarily by the
mottled coat. Based on their X linked inherit-
ance pattern and the characteristic phenotype,
many mutant alleles, varying considerably in
severity, have been recognised as being at
Atp7aM°. However, allelism is difficult to prove
by complementation tests because of the
inherent cellular mosaicism associated with X
inactivation. Whereas some alleles, for exam-

ple, mottled blotchy (Atp7aM`bIo), are similar to
OHS as affected males are viable and fertile,
other alleles, for example, mottled brindled
(Atp7a`*b) are associated with liveborn af-
fected males which die before weaning and
exhibit similar symptoms to classical MD
patients. 4

However, over half of the recorded mutants
at this locus, for example, mottled dappled and
mottled tortoiseshell (Atp7adP and Atp7a"d),
are associated with prenatal lethality of affected
males. This suggests that either mutations in
ATP7A may have a more severe effect in mouse
than in man, or that there is a strong ascertain-
ment bias for carrier females in the mouse. The
mutation spectrum in the two species is differ-
ent at the molecular level; in a study of 12 dif-
ferent mottled alleles, no deletions or genomic
rearrangements were discovered,"5 whereas in
man 20% of MD patients have deletions
detectable by Southern blotting.9 The original
report of a partial deletion ofAtp7a in mottled
dappled was shown to be erroneous,'6-8 but
recently five Atp7a mutations have been
reported in mottled alleles."-3 Splice site
mutations which remove exons 1 1 and 14 have
been found in mottled blotchy"' and mottled
lPub respectively,'3 amino acid substitutions of
residues 1036 and 1364 have been found in
mottled viable brindled'2 " and mottled 1 1H'3
respectively, and a deletion of two amino acids
(801 and 802) has been reported in mottled
brindled.'2 These limited data suggest that
affected mottled males that die in utero may

have mutations which result in a failure to pro-

duce any Atp7a protein, whereas those that
survive beyond birth may produce protein with
a degree of functional activity which is related
to the severity of the phenotype.'2 13
For a mouse model to be useful in therapy

assessment, it is helpful if the phenotype at all
levels is the same as in man. As different mot-
tled alleles give rise to different phenotypes
even when maintained on identical genetic
backgrounds, it is possible that these pheno-
types are related to the immediate effect of the
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mutations on cellular copper kinetics. We
therefore wished to examine if any differences
in the kinetics of copper homeostasis could be
associated with specific mottled alleles and, in
particular, if they could be correlated with the
phenotypic severity of the allele. In man,
copper uptake and retention assays performed
on cultured fibroblasts have been used success-
fully for the pre- and postnatal diagnosis of
Menkes disease.'9 We have applied these assays
to primary cell cultures established from nine
mouse strains, each of which carried a different
mottled mutation and have shown that there is
no significant difference in any of the results
obtained from the mottled cell cultures or
between the mottled cultures and those from
MD patients.

Materials and methods
MOUSE MUTANTS AND CONTROLS
The nine different alleles of mottled analysed
have been described previously.'" Four alleles
were associated with postnatal survival of
affected males; Atp7a"fo'blo males survive and are
fertile while mottled lOH (Atp7aAJ"JOH), mottled
13H (Atp7aAo?-13H), and Atp7a"9-` males die
around 10-14 days after birth. The remaining
five alleles, Atp7a3'-P, mottled 1 1H (Atp7a"9"'IH),
mottled 12H (Atp7ad"12H), mottled 14H
(Atp7adIo14H), and Atp7al-".", are associated with
prenatal male lethality and material from
heterozygous females was taken for culture and
analysis. All mutants were maintained by mat-
ing heterozygous females to 3H1 males, where
3H1 is a (C3H/HeH x 101/H)F1 hybrid. Con-
trol strains of mice represent the different
genetic backgrounds on which the various
mottled mutants arose'4 and from 129
(HPRT-), which was used to introduce a
selectable X chromosome into the heterozy-
gotes for carrier studies.

ESTABLISHMENT OF CELL CULTURES

For controls, and alleles associated with
postnatal survival of affected males, cultures
were initiated either from 19-20 day old
embryos or from animals within 24 hours of
birth. For alleles associated with prenatal death
of affected males, cultures were prepared from
heterozygous females as soon as classification
was possible, normally one to four days after
birth.
Neonates were skinned and eviscerated, the

cultures being established from the residual
carcass, while embryos were only decapitated.
Briefly, each specimen was given 2 x wash with
10 ml PBS in a universal container, transferred
to a bijou bottle, and chopped into fragments
with fine scissors. After a further 5 ml PBS
wash, the fragments were resuspended in 5 ml
ofnormal growth medium (MEM + 15% FCS,
penicillin, and streptomycin) and transferred to
a prewetted 75 cm2 flask. Leaving the frag-
ments distributed over the flask surface, the
medium was carefully removed; 4 ml ofMEM
+ 50% FCS was then added, rinsed over the
fragments, and removed. Following overnight
incubation at 37°C to allow the fragments to
attach to the flask, 15 ml of normal growth
medium was added. After a few days, cells

growing out from the fragments were released
with trypsin/EDTA and seeded into fresh flasks
to create fragment free cultures of fibroblast-
like cells.
To try to enrich the heterozygous cultures for

cells whose active X chromosome is that
carrying the mutation in Atp7a, matings were
set up between heterozygous females and
HPRT- males to create Atp7a"01Hprt females.
In addition to growth in normal medium,
virtually all heterozygous specimens were
grown in "HAT" medium (MEM supple-
mented with 10' mol/l hypoxanthine, 10-5 mol/l
methotrexate, and 1.6 x 10-5 mol/l thymidine)
for 20-22 days which should have favoured the
selection of cells with an active X chromosome
that carried the mutant Atp7a allele and the
normal Hprt allele. However, as there was no
significant difference in copper uptake or
retention values between heterozygous popula-
tions cultured in normal medium or in HAT
medium, the selection process was assumed to
be ineffective, presumably because of transfer
of metabolites between cells. Therefore, the
data from these cultures were combined with
those from the non-selected cultures.

Aliquots of the different cultures were stored
in liquid nitrogen before analysis. Every culture
was tested and shown to be free of mycoplasma
infection using a PCR method (Stratagene).

COPPER ASSAY

The assay was essentially as in Horn,2" but with
the addition of the retention measure described
in Tonnesen and Horn."' Cultures were grown
in test medium for one week, then harvested,
seeded in quadruplicate, and incubated for 20
hours in 64Cu. Two replicates were sacrificed to
measure the uptake of 6'Cu into the cells; the
remaining two were grown for a further 24
hours in unlabelled medium and the amount of
64Cu retained by the cells was determined.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Homogeneity of each of the three groups (con-
trols, hemizygotes, and heterozygotes) was
tested by a Kruskal-Wallis test, and compari-
son between the groups was made either by a
Mann-Whitney U test (for pairwise compari-
son) or a Kruskal-Wallis test (for more than
two groups).

Results
Copper uptake (ng 'Cu/mg protein) and
percentage of copper retained were calculated
for each of the mottled stocks and controls
(table 1). The mean values for these para-
meters have been calculated for each of the
three groups: controls, affected hemizygous
males, and heterozygous females. Inspection of
the results showed that the uptake of copper is
relatively low in the control cultures and, after
the 20 hour chase period, they retain less than
one quarter of the amount taken up (fig 1). On
average, the cultures derived from affected
mottled males take up almost six times as much
copper as the controls and still retain two-
thirds of this after the 20 hour chase. The mot-
tled heterozygotes take up more than three
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Abnormalities of copper accumulation in mottled and Menkes disease

Table 1 Copper measurements of cell cultures establishedfrom mottled and normal mice

Copper uptake ng "4Cu/lng
protein0% Copper retained

Sample No * Mean Range Meani Ratnge

C57BI'6 5 14.7 12.8-18.1 23.0 17.0-28.0
3H1 2 13.4 12.1-14.7 24.0 20.7-27.2
PT 3 13.3 12.7-13.8 24.0 22.6-26.1
HPRT- 2 17.8 15.9-19.7 24.0 23.2-24.7
Controls 12 14.7 12.1-19.7 23.5 17.0-28.0
A tp 7a"t1.'bli! 1 118.0 86.7
Atp7a'1b' 2 79.2 63.5-94.9 65.9 61.4-70.4
Atp7a""'1H 4 75.0 51.5-97.4 61.9 57.7-74.4
Aip7a't"""" 2 95.1 79.7-110.6 70.9 61.7-80.1
Hemizygotes 9 85.2 51.5-118.0 67.5 57.7-86.7
Atp7a"'"t 7 58.6 29.7-93.0 65.6 58.4-78.0
Atp7a"'"" 7 50.1 35.3-58.2 57.8 47.4-65.9
Atp7a""'"H 6 61.8 44.7-77.1 62.2 48.2-71.8
Atp7a,,12H 9 48.0 31.0-53.1 68.5 52.9-80.6
A_- -7 -11,114It n A2Q A '2 A r- I 7 C Ca '7A a '77 AAtp/a " 2 43.4 35.4-53.3 75D
Heterozygotes 31 52.1 29.7-93.0 64.9

*Number of cultures tested.
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Figure 1 Individual measurements obtainedfor (A) uptake of "4Cu and
copper retained plottedfor each of the three categories, conltrols, heterozygot
hemizygotes.

times the control amount of col
the hemizygotes, retain two-third
When the data were examinec

neity within each group, the data
trol cultures fell within a narrow r
and were statistically similar foi
uptake (X23=5.41, p=0.14) and
tion (X23=O.0778, p=0.994). 1
values for each of the Atp7a"" a
greater than that seen for the
within each of the two mutant
gotes and heterozygotes) there is
overlap, such that no one mu
distinct from any other. None of
found to differ significantly in
uptake within either the hemizyg
zygote groups (X2 =3.83, p=0.28
p=0.2 1, respectively). For copper
hemizygous alleles were all statis
(X23=3.30, p=0.35) while for the
the test result was on the margin
(X24=9.39, p=0.052), with Atp7c
lesser extent Atp7a""-"IH, contril
difference.
To compare copper uptake

measurements between groups,
ments obtained have been plottec
whether they came from control

or heterozygote cultures (fig 1). For both
uptake and retention of copper the range of
values for the control cultures is confined and
distinct from the other two classes (in all cases
p<0.00001). In contrast, the other two classes
have a large spread of values, with overlap of
the upper part of the heterozygote range with
the lower part of the hemizygote range for
uptake, but almost coincident, slightly less
wide, ranges for retention. The hemizygous
group is significantly different for copper
uptake from the heterozygous group (u=3.64,
p=0.00027) but for retention, the two mutant
classes are not significantly different from each
other (u=0.599, p=0.55).

'2-4.-4 Discussion
52.9-80.6 Both groups of Atp7a l' variant cultures,

hemizygotes, and heterozygous carriers, were
clearly distinguishable from the control cells
for uptake and retention of the radiolabelled
copper. Within the mutant groups it was not
possible to identify any of the mutants as being
more or less extreme in the kinetics of copper

* processing. The only result which showed a
o marginally significant difference from either of

the mutant classes was the retention measure
* ofAtp7a"°", which had a more restricted rangeo and slightly lower mean; nevertheless, the data
0

t* points fall quite clearly within the heterozygote
8 * class. The two Atp7a"" groups (hemizygotes

and heterozygotes) cannot be compared di-
rectly because the heterozygote group is repre-
sented by cultures in which there is a mixed
phenotype. An absence of metabolic coopera-
tion between the phenotypes was shown by
earlier work involving the co-cultivation of
varying proportions of human control and
Menkes cells which showed a linear relation-

(B) percentage of ship between copper uptake and proportion of
mutant cells in the population.2' That the
mouse heterozygotes show a response interme-

pper and, like diate between control and hemizygote uptake
[5. values would suggest that cellular copper
i for homoge- homeostasis, where the mutant allele is active,
fromathe con- is similar, irrespective of early lethality. This
*ange of values conclusion is supported by finding that the
r both copper retention values are the same for both hetero-
copper reten- zygote and homozygote groups. In the mixed
rhe range Of heterozygote population the contribution to
lleles is much copper retention of cells with an active wild
controls and type allele is minimal; the average hemizygote
oups (hemizy- cell takes up more than five times as much
s considerable copper as the wild type and retains three times
itant allele is as much, so to a large extent the retention val-
the alleles was ues are independent of the X inactivation status
their copper of the population. Because the differences in
ote or hetero- severity seen in the whole organism in the vari-
and X24=5-.9l ous alleles are not reflected by differences in
retention, the copper distribution at the cellular level, we
,tically similar suggest that the phenotype must be a reflection
heterozygotes of differences in the intracellular distribution of
of significance
z'L", and to a
buting to the

and retention
all measure-

d according to
1, hemizygote,

copper.
The range of values reported here for copper

uptake in mouse fibroblasts cultured from nor-
mal (- 15-20 ng 04Cu/mg protein) and affected
males (50-80 ng 64Cu/mg protein) are almost
identical to those reported previously for
human fibroblast cultures from OHS and MD
patients (normal males and females -16-30 ng
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"4Cu/mg protein, affected males 50-95 ng
64Cu/mg protein).'5 21 However, the human and
mouse data differ for the heterozygous carriers;
the human cultures span the complete range
from normal to the maximum value for the
affected males, while the mouse results occupy
a middle ground. This difference may be
explained by the tissue sampling methods used.
If tissues are composed of clonal areas, the
human samples, which were derived from a
relatively small biopsy sample, would have a
greater chance of producing cultures biased
strongly for the activity of one or other of the
alternate X chromosomes as well as mixed
populations. The mouse cells cultured in the
present study derive from a major part of the
organism, which minimises the possibility of
selecting cells with the same X chromosome
active. In a further study,22 clones were derived
from low numbers of cells sampled from the
biopsies of Menkes disease carriers. Most
uptake values were either in the normal or the
affected range (21 affected, 40 normal, and 13
intermediate). When plotted as a density
distribution, cultures from Menkes carriers are
clearly skewed towards the control copper
uptake values.23 The data from cell cultures
derived here from Atp7a-"" heterozygotes do not
support a skewing of the phenotype. Because of
the limited active lifespan of the mouse cultures
it was not possible to conduct cloning tests.
The copper retention part of the assay was

devised to provide a prenatal diagnosis for
Menkes disease. Copper uptake measured in
cultures of cells derived from amniotic fluid
was unable to separate the range of "probably
affected" male fetuses from that of normals.2
The first study using a copper retention meas-
ure was performed in Menkes fibroblast cell
cultures and the introduction of a "chase"
period'9 gave good separation of potentially
affected males from controls (affected males
53-84% retention, normal males 13-23%
retention). These findings were confirmed with
amniotic fluid cultures and the retention values
obtained are the same as those observed for the
mouse cultures studied here.

In conclusion, copper processing measure-
ments have been made on nine cultures estab-
lished from four independent Atp7a""' alleles
associated with male survival, 31 cultures
established from carriers representing five
independent Atp7a"M alleles associated with
prenatal death of affected males, and 12
control cultures. Both groups of mutants were

clearly separable from the controls on both the
copper uptake and copper retention assays, and
the values obtained were the same as those

previously reported for human fibroblasts
established from MD patients and controls.
However, despite the varying severity of the
phenotype at the level of the whole organism,
no significant differences in copper retention
were found between alleles at the cellular level.
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